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Summary of Research Project.
Research performed under this „rant sought to determine the role of the inter-
planetar y
 magnetic f ield in control I ing (1) particle acceleration processes in
the earth's polar cap; (2) plasma convection patterns at high latitudes; and,
(3) the topology of magnetic field lines in the earth's polar cusps. The results
of this research appear in papers that have been submitted for publication in
the Journal of Geophysical Research, Geophysical Rtesearch Letters, and Space
Science Reviews. Two final papers are still under preparation and will be sub-
mitted to the Journal of Geophysical Research in March, 1979.
The research involved the analysis of data from the Low Energy Electron Exper-
iment and the Retarding Potential Analyzer/Drift deter Experiment oil
Explorers C and D, along with magnetic field data from the interplanetary space-
craft Imp J. A brief summary of the results appears below, while the complete
bibliography is listed in Section II. Several preprints are also attached, while
reprints of published papers will be submitted when they are available.
The primary result of t1w study oil
	 particle ar_celcration regions
was that they tend to occur in only one polar cap at a time, and that they occur
in the hemisphere for which the magnetospheric tail-lobe field lines have solar-
mag;netospheric s components that are antiparallel to those of the interplanetary
and twit-lobe magnetic fiL • ld. This result suggests strongly that merging between
interplanetary and tail-lobe magnetic field lines is involved in the acceleration
process. The complete lack of energetic positive ions in the polar crap acceleration
regions suggests that they are tl ►e sites of strong field-aligned (or Birkeland;
currents. This suggestion Is confirmed by the convection irregularities, which
are observed in their vicinity by the AL•' RYA/Drift Meter experiment. These results
are being described comprehensively in a paper entitled "Polar trap Electron
Acceleration Regions," which is soon to be submitted to the Journal of Geophy-
sical Research. Preliminary results have been included in the paper entitled "IMF
Changes and Polar-Cap Electric Fields and Currents," which is being submitted
to mace Science Reviews in January, 1979.
The studies of high-Latitude plasma convection anti of the topology of magnetic
field lines in the polar cusps are being., reported together in a paper to be sub-
mitted to the Journal. of Geophysical Research. Preliminary results have been
reported in papers entitled "Effects of the Interplanetary Magnetic Field on
the Auroral Oval and Plasmapause" submitted to STace Science Reviews in July, 1978),
"IMF Changes and Polar Cap Electric Fields and Currents" (to be submitted to
Space Science Reviews lit 	 1979), and "Dayside Auroral Arcs and Convection"
(Georlys. Res. Lett., 5, 391, 1978). The results of these studies were that
southward-directed interplanetary magnetic field,, give rise to broad convection
"throats" (as described by livelis, Hanson, and Burch in J. Geopl!s. Res__,  81, 3803,
1976) which cover several hours of .local time across the d
,
ayside cleft. Under
such conditions, solar-wind plasma is channeled efficiently through the polar
cusps to populate the plasma mantle and dayside boundary layer. Oil
	 other
nand, the appearance of strong; northward components in the interplanetary magne-
tic field result in a very constricted throat, resulting; in inefficient plasma
entry at the cusps by diffusion processes.
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DAYSIDE A1 1 RORAL ARCS AND CONVFCTION
P. H. Reiff
Department of Space Physics and Astronomy, Rice University, Houston, Texas 77001
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Division of Earth and Physical Sciences, University of Texas, San Antonin, TX 76285
R. A. Heells
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Abstract. Recent DMSP and ISIS dayside
auroral observations show two striking features:
a lack of visible auroral arcs near noon and
occasional fan shaped arcs radiating away from
noon on '•oth tie morning and afternoon sides of
the auroral oval.	 We present a simple model
which includes these two features as a
consequence of the dayside convection pattern of
Heelis et al. (1976). The model may he testable
In the near future with simultaneous convection,
current and auroral light data.
introduction
The signature of the magnetospheric
convection in the ionospheric polar cap is
primarily antisunward flow, with a return
sunward flow at lower latitudes on both the daim
and dusk sides Oleppner, 1972; Curnett and
Frank, 1973), corres p onding to the familiar
double - cell convection pattern (e.g., Cau_f_f man
and Curnett, 1972). Recent 3-dimensional flow
measurements (lleelis et al., 1976) have shown
that the antisunward flow near noon is not
uniform:	 the flow (or, equivalently, the
cross-polar cap potential drop) Is concentrated
Into a narrow "throat" region near local
magnetic noon. Away from local noon, the
boundary between :,inward and antisunward
convection is a sharp tangential discontioutty
(shear reversal), whereas near local n oon, the
"boundar •, " is harder to defire, since the flow
paths display a rotational reversal.
in this letter we investigate the sugpestfon
(Peiff e t al., 1976) that this nonuniform flow
Pattern may produce visible signatures in the
dayside auroral morphology.
The Yodel
Consider an infinitely long straight boundary
where the EYE drift velocity underp.oes a simple
shear reversal ( F igure la). Tn this case, the
electric field on either side points toward the
boundary, as occurs at the afternoon polar-cap
boundary. The ionospheric Pedersen current.,
therefore, also point toward the boundary fr.m
both sides. current continuity (oi•J 1	j )
requires a net upward Eirk.eland current atzthe
boundary (e.g., h'olf, 1975, Yasuhara and
Akasofu, 1977, Rostoker and Bostrom, 1976, and
references therein). For the d,finition of the
+Also at: Southwest Research Institute,
San Antonio, Texas 78?84
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vzpretic coordinate bystem, see Figure 1. Note
that the requirement for an upward current is
Inescapable, no matter how the conductivity say
change across the boundary.
Field-aligned currents are required along any
boundar y whert the horizontal Ionospheric
current diverges. This divergence may be due
either to a change in conductivity with it
constant electric field (Figure lb), or to a
change in electric field ( and flow velocity)
with a constant conductivity (rigure lc), or
some combination of the two. In either care, we
expect the boundary to be roughly flow-aligned.
For example, erhar.ced conductivity may arise
from a region of enhanced particle precipi-
tation, which would be convected alorg flow
IInes.
The above model is clearly ar
oversimplification both Ir. its recmetry and in
Its neglect of ionospheric Ball currents. 'lore
com 'etc models have been employed by
Yasuhara et t^l. (1975), Sato (1476), and
Yasuhara and Akasofu (1977) to calculate
Ionospheric electric fields from an average
Birkeland current system as deduced from Triad
data (7.truda and Armstrong, 1974).
Our simple model, however, is sufficient to
predict tt,e lccatior, ants directior of
large-scale Pirielard currcrts it er. idcali;tc
rerresentation of an afternoon convection region
(Figure 2), cufded by the results of
Vvelis et al. (1976), we have made the flow
nattern not only corverp.e near noon, but also
show irregularities in flow velocities (as
indicated by the spacing of the flow lines).
For this simple example, we assume that the
conductivity 1s roughly uniform wit!-.In
(separately) tie sunward flow region and the
antisunward flow region. We find sheets of
field-aligned currents, both into Ws) and out
of (dots) the ionosphere. The line (a)
corresponds to the convection reversal, where
the most intense upward currents are expected.
The lines (b) and (c) also indicate upward
currents (their strength depending on the local
r_onductivity), and lines (d), (e), and (f)
Indicate downward currents. Tl:e more
di^: continuitfes there are In the flow velocity
or conductivity, the more sucli current sheets
will exist. Two distinguishing features of
these current sheets are that (1) they appear to
radiate from rear noon and (2) they are absent
or wear er lust at noon. The current sleets
(a-d) 0, culd correspond to the "Pegion 1"
currents of IIJima and Potemra (1976a,b); sheet
(`) corresponds to "Fegior ?" currents and sheet
(e) to "Cusp Repion" currents.
The remainine Step of logic is to associate
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Fig. 1. Simple instances in which dirkeland
currents arc required for curicnt continuity.
(a) Reversal fit
	
electric field.
(b) Discontinuity in ionospheric heiKht-
integrated Pedersen conductivity,
(c) Discontinuity in flow velocity.
The NP indicates the north invariant pole; 1200
and 1F00 MIJ lines are shown.
sleets of upward RirVelnnd current with aurural
arcs.	 ror this trodel this is explicitly an
assumption; however, this aFsocirtlen has beet:
c'er•cnstrated both on a small (km) scale (e.g.
Casserly and Cloutier, 1975) and on a large
(tens of k¢) scale (Famlde and Akasofu, 1976).
We assume that arcs are not associated with
downward current sheets, unless a weaker upward
sheet is imhecded within then. Finally, we
assume that the bripl , tness of the are increases
with Increasing current intensity.
The morning side call
	
treated in a similar
way; ;ust rotate the figure about the earth-sun
line. upward currents become downward, and vice
versa. Two fundamcntrtl differences occur: (1)
the most intense current sheet again occurs at
the polar cap convection boundary (a), but this
current is now downward and therefore tl.ot.ld rot
necessarily he associated with visible arcs.
^.^) There are two upward current regions: the
equaton ,ard wire of the sunward flow region
(sheet f) and tht nolcward edge of the
antisunward flow repinn (sheet e). I'n11Ve sheet
(a) these other two sheets n.ay not be required
by the flow geometry and nav be diffust;
nevertheless, thev are lively to occur.
For this example, then., we would predict arcs
at sheets (a, h, and c) on the afternoon side
and at sheets (d, e, and f) on the morning side,
with tLc most intense arc along sheet (a) in the
afternoon.
Ccreralizing these results, we predict:
(1) 17o arcs, or only weaker sun-aligned arcs,
Just at noon. This feature 1s confirmed by DMSP
photographs (Snyder _and Akasofu, 1976; Dandekar
and Pike, 1977), and in the 5577 X data of the
ISIS scanninp auroral photometer (Cogger et al.,
197P), all of whom saw a minimum in auroral
emisslor.s near noon. On the other hand,
Shepherd et al. (1976) reported a noontime
enhancement in (100 A emissions. Taken
together, this implies that the 5577/6 .100 ratio
is lower in the gap than in the neighboring
auroral cone; thus, the average energy of
electrons precipitatinr rtar noon ih lower (keen
and Luck, 1974). This is essentially the sane
result as that of ItcUlarmld et at. (1976) and
Potemra et _a l. 0977 . _ These two studies showed
from particle data that tf,e near-neon cusp
elcctrunt are considerably coolrr than those en
the trorning and afternoon Fides. Potemra et al.
(1977) associated this afternoon energetic
electron precipitation with the region l
field-al i!^ned current region, as t:o we. A
nounttme gap in KeY ton and electron
precipitation ran also be seen in tl ,e data
presented by Piedler and Horti (1972).
(2) The davtilde aurora can as:,ume fan shaped
structures, with the arts etranrtirp from rotiplily
1100 M.T toward the norninp site, and/or from
roupl•ly l?CO 9'IT toward the ^vening side. She
fan shape results from multiple convection
frregularitles, anti is therefore likel y to be an
Intermittent phenomenon. Ve prttifct that these
arcs are roughly flow-aligned; thus, tLc arcs
hear striking similarity to the inferred f:ot1
pattern of Heelis et al. (1976). This feature
is confirmed by T)MSI' photographs. Flyure 1 Is
sue of tl,e first dayside auroral photographs
published, by Sn •der and Ak asofu (19%, their
Figure 4).	 It shows:	 (1) a noticeable gap, or
absence of area, near reen, and (1) the
fan-shaped strectur.:, ,trrr.etr on tht afttrr.cor.
silt bet still dfacctr.at • 14. .1 the c.:rninr tide(note that this t o a southern hclr.isphere parr.,
so that the afternoon side is on the right). No
fan arcs have been published by ISIS; however,
thev have h pen observed occasionally (An per.
private cctrmuntcation, 1978).
(1) The most intense upward currents (and
therefore, the brightest arcs) should occur on
the convection reversal (sheet (aI) in the
afternoon. This lr; conflrr ,cd b y CoReer et al.
(1(11 77), who report a 5577 A enhancement in the
14 to I F M,T sector.
(4) 1'Ihe upward field-aligned currents on the
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trorning side flow rrincipally it the equatorward
(sha . •t f) .tpd pole and (bheet e) edges of the
flow patterr. a. Thus the• area on the trorning
side should generally q pan a wider range of
latitudes than on the afternoon Ride. In
rarticular, ► he most poleward sheet (e), is an
upward current onl y on the sorning side. Tl:e
arc associate' aitl this sheet I ,as it ,, * greatest
chance of extending past the terminator to
hecese a "sun-aligned arc", and indeed one such
arc can he Been in Flyure 2 of Snyder and
Akasofu (1976). This feature is confirmed by
T_Rmail e t al. (1977), who report that
sun-aligned arcs are twice as frequent on the
morning sid .•
 tl.r.n or. th.• evening side.
(5) We note that in this model the must
pcleward currents (e) separate the faster flow
at tle e, l eeie of the loler cap from the slower
flow near the center. Therefore, these currents
should be stronger or. rhk side wlere the
convective flow is stronger: e.g., for the
Northern 1•emlaphere, the afternoon (trorning)
:idRE of the f.olcr cap for negative (positive) By
of the interplanetar% m netic field, and the
^)It1GiNAL pAGi^
Orbit 5960 1332 UT May 10, 1975
Fig. 3. DMSP photograph of dayside auroral fan
arcs. The cross Indicates the south magnetic
pole; the line points toward the sun. The
afternoon side is on the right. (From Snyder
and Akasofu, 1976). Note the similarity between
the fan-like arc geometry and the convection
pattern of Figure 2.
opposite side in the southern Lealsphere
(Hepprier, 1972). Thus it is nut surprising that
1111ma and Po temra ( 1976b) did not find a
correlation of cusp current Intensity with P
since they did net distln t-uish which bide ofythe
rubp thev were on.
(6) Finally, we predict that the overall
pattern of sheet curreotE rear nocn al-4cld
t(Fenble the ecnvection pattern. Iljima and
Potemra (1976h, Figure 1) show a series of line
seprwnts reprecentiny orientations of current
sheets observed by Triad. The overall pattern
of current sheet orientations Is not compelling
evidence, hot Is riot inconsistent with the
picture presented hare.
Conclusions
Both the far - shaped dayside aurora and the
noontime auroral gap can be considered as simple
consequences- of the "throat" convection geometry
of lleelis et al. (1976). These fan arcs can
extend well Into the polar rap (predominantly on
the morning side), becoming "sun aligned" arcs
on the rightside. Thus "sun.-aligned arcs" might
more reasonably be called "flow-aligned arcs".
This conclusion is consistent with the data of
f';, ng and Akasofu (1976), who showed polar cap
arcs turning near midnight, thus poEsibly ^-lsc
flow-alivned.
We predict: that the intensity of the "cusp
region" field-aligned currents should be
positively correlated with the strength of the
ionospheric convection. 'Mus the cusp-region
currents should he stronger on the aftcrreon
(morning) side In the Northern (Southern) polar
cap for an "toward" sector of tle interplanetary
rarnetic field.
Naturally, simultaneous measurements of
aurora] curreTtr, particle rrtcilitrti(t,
c(,vvccticn and light (missions are required to
establish these predictions. The data presented
here are certainly sul;gFStive that this
mechanism is at wort, however.
The electrons precipitating it the throat are
cooler; the electrons precipitating ar,ay frotr
noon are n•cre enerpet!c, and are associated with
dayside arcs and strong field-aligned currents.
It is possible that the cooler throat electrons
have recently entered the magnetosphere directly
by magnetic merging (Reiff et al., 1977),
whereas the hotter, more structured auroral fan
electrons have a more complicated history,
probably entering diffusively, and are
principally indicators of convection velocity
shears rather than of direct infection from the
magnetosheath.
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Conunettt on 'Corrvlatecl Electric Field and Low Energy Electron
Mea-uremrnt s in the Low X11 t itut.ie Polar Cusp'
by Y. M. Kintner, K. L. 1lckerson, 11. A. Cutnett, and L. A. Frank
J. L. BurchI
University of Texan at San Antonio, San A ►itonio, Texan 78"96
R. A. lieelis
Univeraf ty of Teraa at Dallao, Ri.ehardoon, Texas 76080
Kintner et al (1978) have netted the ex-
istence of two dirt inc • t types of rvIat ton-
:;hips among the 5.2-keV electron t rapping;
boundary, the equatorward edge of low-en-
crgy electron [Mixes, and the convection
electric-field reversal in the low-altt-
tttde polar cusp. The purpotic of this com-
ment is to point out that the two types of
behavior are actuall y
 quite similar and
are understandable in the context of a
previous paper by flool in ct. al (1976) If
one assumes that in both of the examples
presented by Kintner of al, Ilawkeye I
passed through or near a restricted mvr
region within the cusp--the region through
which the sunward flow at lower latitudes
reverses and Is channeled Into the anti-
sunward flow that fills the polar cap.
in the Heelis et at paper it was noted
that the equatorward edg;o of the cusp wan
in all cases evidenced by a coincident in-
crease in magnitude and variability of the
ton convection measurements made on Atmos-
phere F.xpl.orer C (AE-C) . 'I'll s correspon-
dence was so striking that it was stated
therein that "...in all...:rbits examined,
a valid determination of r i te cusp equator-
ward boundary can be made just front
changes is the eharactor of the• horizontal
drift velocity."	 It was further noted,
however, that examination of the total
vector ion drift velocit y showed that
changes at the cusp boundary do not always
include a reversal of the• east-west com-
ponent of ion flow. This reversal in many
cases occurred at significantly higher
latitudes within the cusp, or not at all,
whrn the flow simply took on a strong,
Also at Southwest Research Institute,
San Antonio, Texas 78284
antisunward component Odle mairtaining
tit(,
 general direct ion of east-west: I low
that exktcd at lower Latitudes.
	 In
those cast's which did involve sharp re-
versals lit 	 flow direct ion
a coincident cusp equatorward boundary
was always fotntd. 'These reversals were
ca 1 1 ed shear reversals b y lice l i s r t al,
and were interpreted as electric cqui-
potentials bounding; the cusp at its
equatorward boundary. Cases which did
not fit this pattern involved signifi-
cant poleward convection across the cusp
equatorwar(I lit, undar y as the flow vector
rotated g;radualiv along the satellite
track through about 90 , from ;a g;envrally
sunward dirertfon ' at lower latitudes to
a generall y, .tilt ktntward direction in the
polar cap.	 In these cases a clear flow
revcrs;a1 cou1 l not tie ident if ied, and the
region traver,;ed was interpreted as being
convected to ; ► region of the m:tgnetopause
across which magnetospheric plasma was
f Lowing;.
As noted in tic k ntowr r' # al (1978)
paler, the data shown in their rig;ure 2
displays all the feature: that the llOcH."
c't •il (1976) paper associated with passes
through a noont rode• region of rot;tt ional
reversals (or convection "throat"). The
convection ve I oc i t v st renl,'t hened consider-
ab l y and c• h.ntged i n l 1 roc t ion between
20:55 rind 20:56 UT--t Itc • time ident i f led
by Kintncr of al as that at which the
5.2-keV trapping boundary ;tad the cusp
equatorward boundary were also crossed.
In fact, the flow characteristics change
quite dramatically a little after 20:56 UT
which is the boundary we would ;associate
With the low latitude edge of the cusp.
This definition would seam to be acceptable
„(NG-PAGE BILANK NOT Fr*'+.•
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b00 	70"	 800
01)IK-
1't};urc 1 .	 Schrmat Ic of	 rd cotif igurat lon in inv,lr kint I,II i t tide
Mid map;net ic• lo::11 t Ime cif c ollvcct ive f low I'at hs (1 i};ht
('111 - vVs), c'UtiI , p:irtIcIt , precipItatItm (shaded :Irl`:1), AI'd
convect Ion revcr-,ii 	 (da.;hed curves) for the two Ilawkeye
orb I t s d I scua5c`d by Kbif lrc'l l 0 (1	 (1) 78) ,
from the particle observation shoum by
Kintner of •tl. Moreover, as ftotcd by
Herbs et etl for similar caves, the flow
velocity did not reverse abruptly through
angles near 1800 , but In-avad rotated
gradually, attaining; a significant anti-
sunward comleoncttt b y ahoett 20:55 UT. at a
somewhat higher latitude within the ctvip.
The second example of Kintner cot al
(their Figure 5) is actually quite ssimil .t
to the f first. Here the spilCt'Craft passel
through the convection throat at slightly
earlier local times and at a more acute
angle. Figure I show~ the orientation of
t' . two passes used by Kintner r • t al with
respect to the convection geome.ry that
we lhetlieve to have existed at the time.
Ag;a : n from the change in convectionio  vc 1 o-
city signatures we would predict the low
latitude edge of the cusp to he at 22:43
UT--a houn(i:,ry which shows essent ial iv the
same particle signatures as the previous
example of Kintner c?t al. The higher la-
titude reversal (at about 22:45 UT), sim-
ilar to that observed in Kintner c • t ctl's
divergence of the polar cap flow as it
expands may from the convection "throat"
(sce Figure 1). Tho fact that the 5.2-keV
trapping; boundary extended to a few de-
grees polcward of the cu-:p equatorward
boundary Is consistent with the f iml ings
of MoViam,rtid et. al (1976) that on the
average about half the l;ttitudinal width
of the cusp is on field Iincs showing,
trapped energetic electron pitch-angle
distributions.
I'll(, results of the lir • ralh: r,l ,zl (1911,)
paper would also predict that when Hawk-
eye 1 or other spacecraft traverse the
cusp at local times away from the dayside
convection throat, the y c• ush ecissatorward
hoondary will be found to m ineide with
an abrupt reversal of the east-west com-
ponent of ion convection.
It should be noted that in the threat
convection region, the nature , of an ob-
served ciec• tric field reversal 1!w: very
dependent on the orientation of the
space^raft with respect to the convection
g, ometry.
	 In contrast to Kintner .'t al,
who cant ion ttic use of part is'v data to
locate the ho e m(tary hetwevii closed dayside
field lines and polar cap field lines, wt-
caution the use of electric field reversals
.,a an indication of this boundary.
A• kn ", l acne ►: :r.	 This re scare h was sup-
ported in part by the National Acronautic's
and Space Administration under contract NAS8-
32584 and under grant NSC-5214.
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ABSTRACT
Recent research into the effects of the interplanetary magnetic
field (IMF) on the card: auroral oval and plasmapause are reviewed.
While the IMF sector structure has been known for some time to produce
asymmetries in polar-cap convection, recent work has shown these
effects to extend into the dayside auroral oval. A restricted region of
local times referred to as the convection "throat" is found to move
to either side of the noon meridian in response to changes in the IMF
13 y component.
The question of the entry of solar-wind plasma into the magnetosphere
continues to be a prime area of research. While it is generally felt thhat
magnetic merging; must play some significant role, evidence continues to
mount that it does not occur at the subsolar magnetopause, as previously
supposed, and that oilier driving forces for ant.isunward convection must
occur on closed field lines. A suggestion is made that many of the seemingly
co,^.lcting observation: that have been made in the region of the dayside
cusps can be explained if significant distortions of closed field lines near the
dayside magnetopause are allo.. , ed and if closed and open field lines coexist
in the cusp, particularly near the entry layer.
Effects of the IMF on the nightside auroral oval and on the plasma-
pause stem chiefly from the expansion of the oval to lower latitudes which is
produced by southward IMF components and from the impulsive suhstorm
phenomena that become stronger and more probable with increasingly
southward IMF.
I.	 1NTRODUC'TION
This paper reviews and attempts to synthesize recent experimental
results and theoretical models on the effects of the interplanetary magnetic
field (1MI') on the earth's auroral oval and plasmapause. Quite a number
of phenomena involving electric and magnetic fields, currents, plasmas,
and auroral displays have been attributed to interactions between the IN1Y
and the geomagnetic field. Progress until 1974 has been reviewed by
Burch (1974) and Nishida (19-5). Attention here will be focused on morn
recent work. Mucl•
 of the recent, progress has resulted from new data on
near-earth field-aligned currents provided by the Triad satellite and on
distant plasina flows by the NECIS satellite, from new analyses of older
data from the ISIS Z satellite, and from ground-based data taken at obser-
vatories F -
	
- s the Chatanika radar. The INIF data for these studies
have generally been obtained from the IMP series of satellites through the
,National  Space Science Data Center.
The auroral oval, in its essence as the instantaneous locus of
discrete visible auroras, is the region of near-earth space
	 experiences
by far the greatest input of energy from the solar wind and the magnetosphere.
Although the auroral oval is readily discernible near the earth, its extension
into space is not understood. At higher latitudes the field lines of the polar
cap are open, while the lower latitude field lines, extending through the
diffuse aurora equatorward to the plasmapause, are closed. The auroral
oval, on the ether hand, is probably threaded by both types of field lines.
F1: id-aligned currents transfer energy from the solar wind and outer
magnetosphere to the ionosphere through the auroral oval. These currents
•
are produced in the conversion of closed field lines to open ones (and vice-
versa) and in the reversal of plasma flows. The dayside of the auroral
oval is the site of direct entry of solar wind plasma into the magnetosphere
and of the generation of electric fields that drive plasma convection within
it. The night side of the oval is a site of strong dissipation of energy that
is temporarily stored in the magnetosphere. This dissipation occurs
through substornis. Although substorms are not generally triggered by the
IMF, their size and intensity is closely related to it.
The following sections begin with a discussion of phenomena that
occur in the dayside auroral oval and proceed to considerations of night-
side processes. These sections are followed by a brief discussion of
plasniapause plienome+ia since their relationships with the IMF have not
been the subject of .into-isive study.
a
a narrow "throat" through which plasma is channeled in its rc
sunward to antisunward convection. A conceptual dial rain pr
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11.	 EFFECTS OF '1'111: IMF ON 1111:: DAYSIDE AURORAL OVAL
A.	 Ionospheric Convection
At low and mid-altitudes (out several earth radii along
magnetic field lines) the auroral oval is identified as the magnetospheric
cusps or clefts withiii whit h plasmas of apparent magnetosheath origin
are ob: erved. Although localized acceleration of electrons occurs in the
cusp, essentially un ►nodified magnetosheath positive-ion populations are
observed at low altitudes over its entire 09 to 1 , hr local-time width. "Phis
observation has led to a generally accepted belief that plasma enters tIiel
magnetosphere over the entire dayside magnetopause. Iluwever, recent
measurements of magnetic and electric fields and of field- a,Lg ►led curronts
in this rel;ion have sho%%ii the entry to be confined to a ► midi narrower local-
tithe sector which mows eastward and westward across the neon moridian
ill
	 to changi s ill 	 east-west component of the IMF.
The first hint of this localized entry region came from the
111:OS magnetic-field measurements reported by Hedgecock and Thomas
(1975). Reviewed recently by 1'airfield (1977), the IiF;OS data showed the
dayside r. ► al;netic-field vectors near the magnetopause to converge to a
small region in a "cusp-like" rather than a "cleft-like" configuration. This
discovery was followed closely by the findings of Ileelis et al (1976) who used
th_- convection velocity measurenwnts of Atmosphere Explorer C to identify
s.
	
	 4
Fairfield (1977) combines the lleelis et al results with those of Ilepptner (1977)
to suggest a possible convection pattern for the entire northern polar regions
for conditions of positive IMF fa y ("away" sector). Fairfield's conceptual
diagram is reproduced here as Figure 1. Confirmation of this displacement
of the northern heinisphere "throat" toward dusk for positive IMF 13 y has
been indirectly confirmed by the ISIS 2 magnetic-field measurements of
McDiarmid et al (1978a). It is expected from the asyn-mmetries that exist
in polar-cap convection (IDe !ner, 1972) that shifts in the opposite sense
will be observed in the southern hemisphere. This expectation awaits
experimental verification. The Mclliarmid et al results are based on the
concept that a westward magnetic-field perturbation in the northern hemi-
sphere is produced by eastward convection, and vice-versa. This concept
attributes a "line-tying" effect to the ionosphere in which Pederson: currents
dissipate energy at the feet of field lines, inhibiting plasma flow in the
ionosphere. Having no effect at higher altitrdes, this effect should result in
an eastward tilt of eastward-convecting field lines and a westward tilt of
west,,vard-convecting field lines.
The clear separation found by McI)iartnid et al (1978a) between
eastward and westward convection signatures in the cusp is shown in
Figure 2, which is reproduced from their paper. Evident in Figure 2 is a
strong tendency for eastward convection to be observed in a cusp crossing
when the IMF By cotnponcrit is positive, as one would expect if the throat
were c:ispla.ced westward, or to an afternoon location. This -astward flow
L
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wottld tend to feed polar-cap flow that is enhanced on the morning side, as
observed by Ileppner (1972). Further investigations by McDiarmid et al (19781)
showed the eastward and westward convection signatures to Leconte stronger
as liy increased (see Figure 3). The main effect of the IMF Pz component
on the cusp region magnetic perturbations appeared to be a shift of the
region of maximum A B to lower latitudes as IMF Bz became more negative
(see Figure 4, taken from McDiarmid et al, 1978x). This behavior is con-
sistent with that found for the cusp particle-precipitation region by
Burch (1973).
B.	 Field-Aliened Currents
Related to the cusp-region magnetic perturbations analyzed by
MCDiarmid et al (1978,)are the cusp-region field-aliened currents observed
by the Triad satellite and re,:.)rted by Iijima and Potemra (1970. Iijima
and Poternra noted a large-scale tendency for the cusp-region field-aligned
currents to flow into the ionosphere in the post-noon sector and out of the
ionosphere in the pre-noon sector, and suggested that these currents may
represent an ionospheric diversion of the Chapman-Ferraro magnetopause
current system. Investigating a possible relationship with the IMF B T coni-
ponent, Iijima and Potemra observed the current intensity (as derived from
the associated magnetic -field perturbations) to increase as IMF B z became
more negative (see Figure 5). McDiarmid et al (1978a) reported a
tendency for their nagnetic-field perturbations to become stronger for both
high negative B z
 and high positive Bz. Figure 5 shows, however, that the
L
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r	 Iijima and Potemra data did not extend into thy • hi gh positive B region,
so similar behavior may be shown by the cusp-region field-aligned
currents.
C.	 Dayside. Auroras
The first observntions of dayside aururas by the llMSP
satellites Qj c:er and Akaso fu, 1976) have also revealed clearly the
existence of a cusp- or throat-like behavior as sketched in Figure 6, which
is taken from a paper by Akasofu (1976). The absence of auroras in the
throat region has been postulated by Reiff et al (1978) to be due. to the
absence of shear-type convective flow reversals of tlrc kind observed by
Heelis et al (1976) in regions of local time on either side of the throat.
Such reversals generally require field-aligned currants to feed the associated
divergent or convergent ionospheric Pederson currents, and these field-
aligned currents are suggested by Reiff et al to be the ultimate source of
Ole dayside auroras.
The region occupied by dayside auroras has been observed by
Horwitz and Akaso fu (1977) to move toward lower latitudes as IMF I3Z
becotttes more negative. This behavior is expected from tile. similar
movecnent of the cusp particle-precipitation and All ret,ions as noted above.
Superituposed upon the. IhiF-induced latitudinal movement of the cusp is an
effect due to substorm activiiy. As noted by Kamide et al (1976) for cusp
particle precipitation and hy Hor witz and Akasofu (1977) for the dayside
aurora region, the cusp is displaced further eguatorward as substorm
L,
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activity increases. An example of this behavior is provided in Figure 7,
which is taken from Horwitz and Akasofu (1977). The data in Figure 7 show
G
an extended period xith nearly constant IMF 13 1 during which a period of
substorm activity occurs. It is seen in Figure 7 that the increased activity is
accompanied by an equatorward movement of dayside auroras of about 1',
compared to shifts of several degrees associated with strong IMF southward
excursions.
D.	 Plasma Entry
The low-altitude particle measurements of Reiff et al (1977)
and Mclliarn ► id et al (1976) and the distant cusp and magnetopause plasma
I	 measurements of Sckopke et al (1976) and }}aercndel et al (1978) can be used
to construct an overall model of dayside plasma entry. Interpretations of
these various results have been in seeming conflict as discussed at length
by Iieikkila (1978), lIeil:kila and Block (1977) and Reiff et al (1975). These
conflicting results generally center on the question of whether cusp field
lines are open or closed. The following discussion attempts to resolve, at
least partially, these disagreements.
Figure 8 is a sche ►natic diagram of plasma entry processes in
the noon meridian as presented by liaercndcl et al (1978). Shown in Figure 8
are the magnetoshcath (%IS), the low-latitude botuidary layer (LLBL), the
higher latitude entry layer (EL) and the plasma mantle (Phi). The
conclusions of liaercndcl et al are that efficient entry of magnetoshcath
plasma occurs in the cusp region, forming the entry layer. This efficient
0	
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entry proceeds throu g h turbulent p rocesses, probably including reconnection
(or incrging). The low-latitude boundary layer is populated by diffusive
entry of magtnetosheatlt plasma and/or by the energization of cold magneto-
spheric plasma that has been detached from the plasinasphere and has
subsequently been convected to the region of the magnetopause.
It is suggested by llacrendel et al (1978) that enhanced merging
at the cusp N%ill result in dayside maenctic flux erasion (see Holzer and
Slavin, 1978, and references therein) and a depletion of the low-latitude
boundary layer. The plasma mantle is thought to be formed by the poleward
convection of cusp plasma onto open field lines as it flows down to low
altitudes and is magnetically nii rrored to thence flow clown the tail.
Sckopkv et al (1970) have demonstrated that the mantle: thickness increases
significantly (from e-, 1 Rl.J to several 1:};) when II\tF 1; 7 becomes strongly
negative. This mantle thickening is easily understood in terms of enhanced
poleward flow velocities resulting from the southward INIF, perhaps through
increased merging at the cusp.
The IIEOS results as summarized in Figure 8 lead, therefore,
to a model in which the plasma mantle is purely on open fit.ld litres and the
law-latitude boundary layer is purely on closed field lines, while the
transition occurs through turhulent processes at the entry layer. The low-
latitude measurements toward the flanks of the dayside magnotopause
(Eastman et al., 1976) can also he understood in the context of Figure F if
the low-latitude bomidary layer plasma is convected with significant velocities
9around to the night side. However, Ilaerendel et al (1978) have not
ascertained a consistent flaw direction in the noon sector of the low-
latitude boundary layer.
Measurements in the low-altitude cusp pose other questions.
The results of Re.iff et al (1977) show the occasional appearance of positive-ion
energy /latitude dispersion signatures (similar to those noted by Shelley et al,
1976), that are consistent with the. formador of the plasma mantle by pole-
ward convection in the cusp as described above. Simtiltam-otisly there existed
evidence of rapid ion diffusion onto closed field lines equatorward of the cusp
(perhaps the low-altitude signa'ure of the low-latitude boundary layer of
F'igtire 8). The sporadic occurrence of the positive-iota energy/latitude
dispersion signature may be due to an as yet unconfirmed dependence on the
IMF, and is likely to be clue to its localization within the convection "throat"
(Ilec• lis ca t al, 1976).
An area of apparent discrepancy betv,een low- and high-altittde
measurements lies in the observation of trapped energetic-electron pitch-
angle distributions in the low-altitude cusp (Mchiarmidet al, 1970).
Mc.Diarmid et al noted that on the average about half the latitudinal width of
the low-altitud(' cusp shows these trapped (list ributions, which indicate fiL-Id-
line clos ,.tre. In all cases, however, the intensity of the energetic electron
fluxes drop sharply at the equatorward boundary of the cusp. As the cusp
is normally identified by the presence of low-energy protons, and since the
energy/latitude dispersion signatures of Reiff et it (1977) extend to the cusp
k
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I'	 eyuatorward boundary, the existence of closest field lines significantly pole-
ward of the ecluatorward boundary would lead to closed field lines in the
plasnia mantle. Preliminary results of a study now underway using
At mosphere Explorer 1) data show agrectrient with the overall results of
hit-Diarm id et al (1976). That is, oil 	 average roughly half the cusp is
on closed field lines. However, those cases «,hick show a minimum overlap
hetwcen cusp protons and trap,,ed electron distributions are the same ones
which exhibit strong energy/latitude dispersion signatures. Therefore,
agreernent of the low-altitude measurements -xith those trade at high
altitudes, and summarized in Figure R is expeceed to he closest in the
region of the dayside convection "throat".
An idea presented recently by John son (1978) is consistent with
tile. plasma entry modal of Iiaerendel et al (1978) and with the boundary -lzyer
cotivection-generator model of Eastman et al (1976). Johnson's hypothesis
is that efficient plasma entry occurs in a limited local-tithe sector of the
high-altitude cusps (presumably a region co: responding to the convection
"throat"). The entry occurs there primarily because of the weak-field
neutral-point magnetic configuration, and may proceed throut , h turbulent
processes such as merging. Once inside, where the pl.isttia energy derisity
dominates the local magnetic-field energy density, the plasma begins to
flow in the antlsunward direction as Its 1`rlor history dir.poses it to do.
Diffusion of this flowing plasttta orto closed dayside field lines produces
the ant i sun%,,, a rd -flow in ,,h boundary layer as observed by Eastman c t al,
while the plasma mantle is produced in the ni.tnner described above.
1
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Johl—on's (1978) ideas ascribe more importance to the role of the
boundary-layer closed-field-line region in the generation of convection than
do those of iiaerendel et al (1978). Although Johnson's model naturally
accommodates closed field lines in the low-altitude cusp it does not
explain the north-south cusp convection asymmetries discussed above.
The sketch in Figure 9 is an attempt to shook how closed cusp
field lines may be distorted in such a way as to allow dayside convection
"throats" in the northern and southern hemispheres which are displaced
to opposite sides of the noon meridian. Figure 9 is a view from above
the north pole of the earth, the magnetopause boundary layer, and a single
field line. Although the field line is closed, it intersects the northern
hemisphere ionosphere in a prenoon-sector convection "throat" acid the
southern hemisphere ionosphere in a postnoon-sector convection "throat".
The field is distorted significantly only near the magnetopause. Assuming
no distortion at the dawn-diisk meridian, such a configuration at the ''throat"
requires a prenoon-postnoon asymmetry in the sunward convection region
in the same sense as the one that has been observed for anti sunward
convection. That is, for negative IMF B y ("toward" sector) the northern-
hemisphere convection "throat" would be located in the prenoon sector and
both sunward and antistuiward convection would be strongest in the post-
noon sector. The opposite behavior would be observed in the southern
hemisphere.
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In Figure 9 a high-latitude turbulent entry region is indicated
at tale northern and southern cusps. 11, as suggested by liaerendcl et al
(1978), merging occurs at the entry regions, then one would expect oi.
field lines to be produced there. If plasma also enters closed field lines
there, as suggested by Johnson (1978), there is the possibility that hoth
closed and open field lines coexist in the entry4ayer/cusp region. A
coexistence of open an.1 closed field lines in the cusp could be responsible
for the highly structured cusp electron fluxes which led I^Aayna rd
 and
Johnstone (1974) to propose a localized particle entry model as sketched
in Figure 10. The mixture of open and closed field lines would also lead
to small-scale structure in cusp electric: fields, as is observed, and a
spreading of the flow into the entire polar cap as the open field lines would
be expected to have somewhat stronger poleward flow components while
llow that is more nearly	 cast-west wc,uld exist oil
	 closed field
lines. Is mixture of open and closed field lines at the entry-layer/cusp inter-
face can also expialn the sharp decrease of energetic electron fluxes noted
by McDia rniid ct al (1976) to occur in all cases at the equatorward boLw-dary
of the low-altitude cusp. Returning; to Figure 9 we note that,in addition to
the closed field line shown, open field lines tray also thread the turbulent
entry regions. The subscgxient flaw histories of plasmas resident on these
two types of field lines may be quite different.
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Ill.	 EFFECTS OF 'fall: IMF ON THE NIGIITSIDE AURORAL OVAL
The night side of the auroral oval is dominated by substorm
phenomena. While these phenomena are affected strongly b y IMF variations,
it has been difficult to establish direct cause-effect relationships. For
example, solar-wind shock waves produce magnetospheric compressions
that often trigger substorrns over wide local-time sectors. A number of
studies, culminating in the recent work of Kokubun et al (1977 11 have
established that magnetospheric compressions trigger substorrns with a
high probability oily when the magnetosphere is in a metastable state
that is associated with periods of southward IMF. Nevertheless, for most
substorrns the triggering process appears to be internal to the magnetosphere.
It is well established that t};e intersi1v and spatial extent of substorrns
increase with the aniount of southward IMF flux impingent oil the magnetosphere
in the preceding period of a half hour or so. Recent results ( Karnide et al, 1977)
have shown further that the probability of occurrence: of substorms also
increases greatly with increasing southward IMF. In their study, Kamide et al
used data from the Alaska meridian north-south chain of all-sky cameras in
order to be able to detect both high-latitude substorrns (along the "contracted"
auroral oval) and lower latitude substorrns (as registered by the AE index).
An earlier study by Ka rnide and Akasofu (1974) used magnetometer
lata from the Alaska chain to demonstrate that substorrns which follow
periods of southward IMF occur at lower latitudes, are more widespread in
f14
latitude, and involve much larger total westward ionospheric currents.
These effects are shown in Figure 11. Horwitz et all (1978) have obtained
similar results on the expansion of the nightside oval using data from the
Alaska magnetometer chain combined with meridian scans of the convection
electric fields from the Chatanika radar. The Horwitz et al results are
shown schematically in Figure 12. It is apparent from Figure 12 that in
addition to an expansion of the auroral oval over its entire nightside sector,
both northward and southward convection electric fields are intensified
following southward transitions of IMF BZ.
Caar. et al (1977) have performed a quantitative study which
relates the magnitudes of auroral-zone magnetic bays which follow southward
turnings of the IMF to the total southward IMF flux reaching the magneto-
sphere. The results of that study are reproduced in Figure 13. Much of
the scatter in Figure 13 is undoubtedly due to the incomplete coverage of
magnetometer stations and in the use of but a single magnetogram in deriving
bay amplitude. In interpreting this data, Caan et al noted that the energy
dissipated during substorms appears to come from the tail lobes, which act
as reservoirs of stored magnetic energy. They cor , iuded ti.at the IMF may
control the size of substorms by influencing; the amount of stored tail flux
available for utilization by substorms.
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IV.	 EFFECTS OF THE IMF CN THE PLASMAPAUSE
As pointed out by Chen and Siscoe (1977), the INIF is expected to
influence the dynamics of the plasmapause through its control of convection
electric fields in the magnetosphere. Chen and Siscoe used the results of
Burton el al (1975) to cstimate the relationship between solar-wind electric
fields and magnetospheric electric fields. Assuming a plasinaspliere refill
8	 -3 -1flux rate of L x 10 cm s 	 at 1000 ktn, a ► )d noting that refill proceeds for
L values within the region of closed convective flow paths (tile corotation
region), Chen and Siscoe were able to provide estimates of typical plasma-
sphere "sizes" that fall into the range of experimental measurements.
however, the strong erosions and compressions of the nightside plasma-
sphere that are associated with substorm ac +.ivity would be expected To
mask any one-to-one correspondence between IMF fluctuations and plasma-
pause positions.
Another substorm- related phenomenon that would be exr,;:cted to
have strong effects oil 	 plasmapause are the intense (N3kni/s) sunward
ion flows which develop in the high. 1:4titudc trough in the evening local-time
sector. Examples of these flows, which are the strongest observed at any
latitude by the Atmosphere Explorer drift rocter (Ranson ct al, 1973), have
been presented by Burch et al (1976). As discussed by Banks et al (1974),
such strong flows are expected to enhance the production rate of molecular
ions in the trough as observed by Taylor et 11 (1975).
1.
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Except during; very quiet times, one would expect from the above
discussion that short-term effects of the IMF on the plasmapause will he
`	 dominated by the more impulsive phenomena associated with substorms.
On the other hand, the long-term behavior of the plasmapause and phenomena
such as dawn-dusk and interhemispheric asy.ntnetries in convective flow
velocities and ion composition may well be predictable directly from IMF
variations.
I
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V.	 SUMMARY AND C OM LUSIONS
The sector s trorture of the IP A i' has been known for sortie time to
produce asymmetries in polar-cap conv ection and th- associated ionospheric
current systems. Recent work has shown these effects to cste . rtd into the
dayside auroral ovri, where a restricted region of local times referred to
as the convection "throat" is funnel to movr to either side of t he noon
merichan in response to chanl;es in the IMF 13 y component.
The question of the entry of solar-wind plasnia into the mal;neto-
sphere contitives to be a prime area of research. Wl' ile it is gent-rally felt
that magnetic merging; must play some significant role, evidence continues
to inotuit th.it it does not occur at the subsolar mahnetopatise, as previously
supposed, and that other driving forces for antisunward convection avast
occur on closed field lines. Conflicting; observations amide in f 1w region
of the dayside cusps might be explained if significant interhemispheric
distortions of closed field lines nvar the dayside mal;netopause are allowed
anal if closed anal operl 2t.-Id lines coexist in the cusp:,, particularly near
the entry layer.
I-Jfec• ts of the 11\1F on the nightside auroral oval .end on the plasnia-
pause stetll chiefly from the expansion of the oval to lower latitudes that
is produced by southward IMP components and from the impulsive substorti,
Phenomena that become stronger :ind more probable with increasingly
southward INIF.
•	
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